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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT FOR THE 
NORTHERN DISTRICT OF OKLAHOMA 

 
(1) KEN B. PRIVETT, PLC, an Oklahoma  ) 
Professional limited liability company, ) 
      ) 
      )   Case No.  20-cv-00069-CVE-FHM 
  Plaintiff,   )  
      ) 
v.      )          
      ) 
(1) BERKLEY VACATION RESORTS,  ) 
INC., a Florida Corporation    ) 
and       ) 
(2) LANDO RESORTS CORPORATION ) 
A Florida Corporation    ) 
      ) 
  Defendants.   )  
 

DEFENDANTS BERKLEY VACATION RESORTS, INC, AND LANDO RESORTS 

CORPORATION’S MOTION TO DISMISS PLAINTIFF’S COMPLAINT 

 

Defendants Berkley Vacation Resorts, Inc. (“Berkley”) and Lando Resorts Corporation 

(“Lando” and together, “Defendants”) file this Motion to Dismiss Plaintiff’s Complaint pursuant 

to Fed. R. Civ. P. 12(b)(1), (2), and (6), for lack of personal jurisdiction over the Defendants, lack 

of subject matter jurisdiction over the claims asserted in the Complaint, and for failure to state a 

claim upon which relief can be granted, as the claims asserted are barred by the Anti-Injunction 

Act, 28 U.S.C. § 2283.  

I. INTRODUCTION 

 

Plaintiff Ken B. Privett PLC (“Plaintiff” or “Privett”) commenced this lawsuit in an effort 

to circumvent on-going litigation pending in Florida state court. In December 2019, Lando filed 

three separate lawsuits against Privett, among others, in the state of Florida. See generally Ex. A.1 

 
1 On a Motion to Dismiss, a district court “may consider documents referred to in the Complaint if 
they are central to the Plaintiff’s claim and the parties do not dispute the documents.” Babb v. 
Eagleton, 616 F. Supp. 2d 1195, 1198 (N.D. Okla. 2007). Here, Plaintiff has expressly referred to, 
and relies on the underlying state court proceedings in this action, and thus the Court may consider 
those pleadings here. Id. The complaints filed in the three state actions against Plaintiff are attached 
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Rather than litigate those cases to conclusion, Privett preemptively brings this action asking the 

Court to enjoin the pending state court lawsuit and to further enjoin Defendants from filing other 

state law claims in response to Plaintiff’s tortious conduct.  

The presumptuous affrontery of these requests are not this Complaint’s only flaws. 

Plaintiff’s requested relief is a direct attack on the independence of the state court system, and an 

attack on the carefully constructed balance Congress has preserved between state and federal 

courts. Ignoring, for the moment, that this Court not only does not have personal jurisdiction over 

Defendants or subject matter jurisdiction over this dispute, Plaintiff’s requested relief is a clear 

and unmistaken violation of the Anti-Injunction Act, 28 U.S.C. §2283, which prohibits federal 

courts from enjoining state court actions. Yet, Plaintiff filed this action asking this Court to make 

factual and legal rulings with respect to conduct and state laws foreign to this jurisdiction, while 

simultaneously doing that which the Anti-Injunction Act prohibits: enjoining state courts from 

litigating the same state law issues. This case must be dismissed for three reasons. First, the Court 

does not have personal jurisdiction over Defendants. See Fed. R. Civ. P. 12(b)(2). Second, the 

Court does not have subject matter jurisdiction over Plaintiff’s claim. See Fed. R. Civ. P. 12(b)(1). 

Finally, Plaintiff fails to state a claim upon which relief can be granted. See Fed. R. Civ. P. 

12(b)(6). 

II. BACKGROUND 

 

Defendants own and operate timeshares resorts located across the country, although not in 

Oklahoma. Plaintiff is a “timeshare exit” lawyer, offering timeshare purchasers such as 

Defendants’ customers, the supposed ability to “get out of,” or rescind their valid, enforceable 

 
as Composite Exhibit A. 
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timeshare contracts with Defendants. In December 2019, Defendants filed three state court cases 

asserting only state law claims alleging that Plaintiff tortiously interfered with Defendants’ 

contracts with its customers. See Ex. A. Further, Defendants, through their lawyers, sent Plaintiff 

a letter (D.E. 1, Ex 1, 2) informing Plaintiff that Defendants would continue to sue Plaintiff for his 

tortious conduct. (D.E. 1, Ex. 1, 2.) Plaintiff has responded in each of the three pending state court 

actions, but has not challenged jurisdiction. See Declaration of Frank Utset, Esq. at ¶ 8, attached 

hereto as Exhibit B.  

On February 20, 2020, Plaintiff filed this action requesting that this Court: (1) pre-

determine the factual and state law legal issues presented in cases already pending  in the Florida 

state courts; (2) enjoin the three pending Florida state court actions from continuing, and (3)  enjoin 

Defendants from suing Plaintiff in the future for his tortious conduct. (D.E. 1.) Plaintiff invokes 

only the Declaratory Relief Act, 28 U.S.C. § 2201, and does not assert any substantive cause of 

action. (D.E. 1 at 3) 

III. ARGUMENT  
 

A. THE COURT LACKS PERSONAL JURISDICTION OVER DEFENDANTS. 

 

This Court lacks personal jurisdiction over Defendants, both of which are Florida 

Corporations, headquartered and having their “nerve centers” located in Florida. See Ex B ¶ 4-7; 

Hertz Corp. v. Friend, 559 U.S. 77, 95 (2010). Neither Defendant owns any property in Oklahoma, 

nor directs its business that might confer personal jurisdiction over it to Oklahoma. See Ex. B ¶ 4-

7. Defendant Lando Resorts Corporation registered its timeshare plan in Oklahoma in 2006 

because of marketing activities conducted on its behalf. See Ex B ¶ 7. However, none of the 

advertising that may have been conducted on its behalf is related in any manner to Plaintiff’s 

Complaint regarding lawsuits filed against it in December 2019.  Plaintiff likely recognizes this, 
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as he fails to make any jurisdictional statement upon which to predicate personal jurisdiction in an 

Oklahoma court. (D.E. 1 at 2.)   

1. LEGAL STANDARD  
 

The Court must have personal jurisdiction over Defendants to adjudicate Plaintiff’s claim 

against them. See Walden v. Fiore, 571 U.S. 277, 283 (2014).  Plaintiff bears the burden of both 

alleging and establishing personal jurisdiction. Dudnikov v. Chalk & Vermilion Fine Arts, Inc., 

514 F.3d 1063, 1069 (10th Cir. 2008). To survive a motion to dismiss for lack of personal 

jurisdiction a plaintiff must make a prima facie showing that jurisdiction exists.  See Far West 

Capital, Inc. v. Towne, 46 F.3d 1071, 1075 (10th Cir. 1995). And while the district court must 

accept as true the allegations set forth in the complaint to the extent they are uncontroverted by 

defendant’s affidavits, only the well pled facts of plaintiff's complaint, as distinguished from mere 

conclusory allegations, must be accepted as true.  Ten Mile Indus. Park v. Western Plains Service 

Corp., 810 F.2d 1518, 1524 (10th Cir. 1987). Accordingly, a plaintiff's jurisdictional allegations, 

which in this Complaint are nonexistent, must establish that the defendant’s contacts with the state 

would support the exercise of jurisdiction. Id.  

“To obtain personal jurisdiction over a nonresident defendant in a diversity action, a 

plaintiff must show that jurisdiction is legitimate under the laws of the forum state and that the 

exercise of jurisdiction does not offend the due process clause of the Fourteenth Amendment.” 

Employers Mut. Cas. Co. v. Bartile Roofs, Inc., 618 F.3d 1153, 1159 (10th Cir. 2010) (internal 

quotation marks and citation omitted); see also Fed. R. Civ. P. 4(k)(1)(A). “As Oklahoma’s long-

arm statute permits the exercise of any jurisdiction that is consistent with the United States 

Constitution, the personal jurisdiction inquiry under Oklahoma law collapses into the single due 

process inquiry.”  Monge v. RG Petro-Mach. (Grp.) Co., Ltd., 701 F.3d 598, 613 (10th Cir. 2012) 

(internal quotation marks and citation omitted); see 12 O.S. § 2004.  This inquiry is broken down 
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into two prongs. First, “[i]n order to evaluate whether the exercise of personal jurisdiction 

comports with due process,” the court “must first assess whether ‘the defendant has such minimum 

contacts with the forum state that he should reasonably anticipate being haled into court there.’” 

Niemi v. Lasshofer, 770 F.3d at 1331, 1348 (10th Cir. 2014) (quoting Emp'rs Mut. Cas. Co. v. 

Bartile Roofs, Inc., 618 F.3d 1153, 1159-60 (10th Cir. 2010)). The Supreme Court has developed 

two “categories” of personal jurisdiction by which minimum contacts can be established: general 

personal jurisdiction, and specific personal jurisdiction. Daimler AG v. Bauman, 571 U.S. 117, 

127 (2014). General personal jurisdiction exists where a defendant’s activities “affiliations with 

the State are so ‘continuous and systematic’ as to render [it] essentially at home in the forum State.” 

Daimler AG, 571 U.S. at 139. Specific personal jurisdiction exists where a defendant has 

“purposely availed” itself to the forum state and its activities within the forum state “give rise to 

the liabilities sued on.” Id. at 139 citing Int'l Shoe Co. v. State of Wash., Office of Unemployment 

Comp. & Placement, 326 U.S. 310, 317 (1945). 

Second, if the court determines that the minimum contacts have been established, whether 

by general or specific personal jurisdiction, the court must still consider whether the assertion of 

personal jurisdiction over non-resident defendants would “comport with ‘fair play and substantial 

justice.’” Equifax Servs. Inc. v. Hitz, 905 F.2d 1355, 1359 (10th Cir. 1990) (quoting Burger King, 

417 U.S. at 476)).  This second prong considers a number of factors outlined by the Supreme Court 

in deciding whether exercising jurisdiction is proper. As we will show, this Court has neither 

general nor specific personal jurisdiction over Defendants, and even if it did, the assertion of 

personal jurisdiction over these non-resident Defendants would not comport with fair play and 

substantial justice. 
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2. DEFENDANTS LACK SUFFICIENT CONTACTS WITH OKLAHOMA TO 
JUSTIFY EXERCISE OF GENERAL JURISDICTION. 

 

Nothing Plaintiff has alleged remotely suggests that general personal jurisdiction exists 

here. General jurisdiction over a nonresident defendant exists when defendant’s “affiliations” with 

the forum state are “so ‘continuous and systematic’ as to render [it] essentially at home in the 

forum State.”  BNSF Ry. Co. v. Tyrrell, 137 S. Ct. 1549, 1558 (2017) (quoting Daimler AG v. 

Bauman, 571 U.S. 117, 137 (2014)); see Trujillo v. Williams, 465 F.3d 1210, 1218 n.7 (10th Cir. 

2006).  “The paradigm forums in which a corporate defendant is at home… are the corporation’s 

place of incorporation and its principal place of business,” though in “an exceptional case, a 

corporate defendant’s operations in another forum may be so substantial and of such a nature as to 

render the corporation at home in that State.” BNSF Ry. Co., 137 S. Ct. at 1558 (quoting Daimler 

AG, 571 U.S. at 137-38 (internal quotation marks omitted).    

Here, Plaintiff has not alleged, and in fact, neither Defendant has, “continuous and 

systematic general business contacts” with Oklahoma to justify the exercise of general jurisdiction. 

See Ex. B, ¶ 4-7. The Complaint does not allege a single fact showing that either Defendant has 

any contacts with this state, let alone “continuous and systematic” affiliations required to exercise 

general jurisdiction.  The Complaint, strangely, alleges precisely the opposite of what is needed:  

“Defendants are Florida Corporations and doing business within the boundaries of Florida 

state borders.” (DE 1 ¶ 2) (emphasis added).  Defendants transact no business in the state and 

have no real estate or other holdings in this forum. See Ex. B, ¶ 4-7.  There can be no justification 

for exercising general personal jurisdiction over Defendants.    
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3. THE COURT MAY NOT EXERCISE SPECIFIC JURISDICTION OVER 
DEFENDANTS BECAUSE THEY HAVE NOT PURPOSEFULLY DIRECTED 
THEIR ACTIVITIES AT THE FORUM STATE.  

 

To be clear, the Complaint does not actually describe any actionable wrongful conduct by 

Defendants in Oklahoma or, for that matter, anywhere else. All Defendants have done that touches 

Oklahoma is sue or threaten to sue in Florida an Oklahoma company that has committed a tort 

that caused injury in Florida. That is no basis for specific jurisdiction. Filing a lawsuit in another 

state is simply not the kind of conduct that occur in or is directed to Oklahoma to give rise to 

specific personal jurisdiction in this state. 

The focus must be on business or other like conduct that actually occurs in or is specifically 

directed to Oklahoma. “[A] court may, consistent with due process, assert specific jurisdiction over 

a nonresident defendant “if the defendant has purposefully directed his activities at residents of the 

forum, and the litigation results from alleged injuries that arise out of or relate to those activities.”  

Intercon, Inc. v. Bell Atl. Internet Solutions, Inc., 205 F.3d 1244, 1247 (10th Cir. 2000) (quoting 

Burger King Corp. v. Rudzewicz, 471 U.S. 462, 472 (1985)).  Under what is known as the Calder 

“effects test,” purposeful direction may be established by showing that an out-of-state defendant 

committed “(a) an intentional action . . . that was (b) expressly aimed at the forum state . . . with 

(c) knowledge that the brunt of the injury would be felt in the forum state.” Dudnikov, v. Chalk & 

Vermilion Fine Arts, Inc., 514 F.3d 1063, 1072 (10th Cir. 2008) (citing Calder v. Jones, 465 U.S. 

783 (1984)). The Tenth Circuit, in interpreting Calder, has emphasized that the forum state must 

be the “focal point” of the alleged tortious conduct. Id. at 1074-75. 

Defendants did not “purposefully directed” any activities at Oklahoma and Plaintiff’s 

complaint alleges no intentional acts expressly aimed at Oklahoma.  The only contact with 

Oklahoma alleged in the Complaint is a single email that Plaintiff received on January 21, 2020 

from a Florida attorney acting on behalf of Defendants. (DE 1 ¶ 8-9.)  However, a single email – 
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even if a lawyer’s email about a legal dispute over Plaintiff’s own conduct can be considered 

contact - is insufficient to establish specific jurisdiction.  See International Ins. Brokers, Ltd., 

L.L.C. v. Team Financial, Inc., 2007 WL 2891566, at *5 (N.D. Okla., 2007) (“[defendants’] 

numerous telephone calls and e-mails with [Plaintiff] were insufficient to establish minimum 

contacts with Oklahoma”); Burleson v. Toback, 391 F.Supp.2d 401, 422 (M.D.N.C., 2005) (a 

single e-mail exchange is de minimis). Moreover, there is no allegation that Plaintiff’s alleged 

injury resulting from this email – even if a demand to stop engaging in tortious conduct can be 

considered an injury - would be felt in the forum state. The only actual conduct the Complaint 

describes is Defendant Lando Resorts Corporation’s three lawsuits filed against Plaintiff in 

Broward County, Florida, (DE 1 ¶ 7), which is presumably where Defendants would file other 

lawsuits should Plaintiff ignore the single email continue his tortious conduct. Oklahoma is simply 

not the “focal point” of any of Defendants’ alleged conduct.  See Calder, 465 U.S. at 789. 

The mere fact that the aggrieved plaintiff resides within the forum state does not support 

an assertion of specific jurisdiction. See Walden v. Fiore, 571 U.S. 277, 284 (2014).  “[T]he 

plaintiff cannot be the only link between the defendant and the forum.” Id. Defendants have no 

affiliation with the state of Oklahoma. See B, ¶ 4-7. “Due process requires that a defendant be 

haled into court in a forum state based on his own affiliation with the state, not based on the 

‘random, fortuitous, or attenuated’ contacts it makes by interacting with other persons affiliated 

with the State.” Id. at 286. The only connection between Oklahoma and this action is the fortuity 

of Plaintiff’s location, which is insufficient to vest the Court with specific jurisdiction over 

Defendants. Ironically, the only activity that its genesis in Oklahoma is Plaintiff’s tortious 

conduct. But since Defendants’ conduct, not Plaintiff’s, must be the focus of the inquiry, that does 

nothing to establish personal jurisdiction here.  
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4. REQUIRING DEFENDANTS TO LITIGATE IN THIS FORUM WOULD OFFEND 
TRADITIONAL NOTIONS OF FAIR PLAY AND SUBSTANTIAL JUSTICE.  

 

If minimum contacts exist, the Court must still analyze whether the assertion of personal 

jurisdiction over non-resident defendants would “comport with ‘fair play and substantial justice.’” 

Equifax Servs. Inc. v. Hitz, 905 F.2d 1355, 1359 (10th Cir. 1990) (quoting Burger King, 417 U.S. 

at 476)). Although unneeded here as the predicate finding cannot be made, these factors guide this 

analysis: 

(1) the burden on the defendant, (2) the forum state’s interest 

in resolving the dispute, (3) the plaintiff's interest in 

receiving convenient and effective relief, (4) the interstate 

judicial system’s interest in obtaining the most efficient 

resolution of controversies, and (5) the shared interest of the 

several states in furthering fundamental social policies. 

 

Pro Axess, Inc. v. Orlux Distrib., Inc., 428 F.3d 1270, 1279-80 (10th Cir. 2005). “[T]he weaker 

the plaintiff’s showing on minimum contacts, the less a defendant need show in terms of 

unreasonableness to defeat jurisdiction.” Id. at 1280. 

Because the Complaint fails to make a prima facie showing of contacts-based specific 

personal jurisdiction, the Court need not assess whether exercising personal jurisdiction over 

Defendants would offend traditional notions of fair play and substantial justice.  See Soma Med. 

Int'l v. Standard Chartered Bank, 196 F.3d 1292, 1299 n.1 (10th Cir. 1999).  However, even 

assuming minimum contacts, the exercise of personal jurisdiction over these Defendants would 

offend notions of fair play and substantial justice.  Due process requires that Defendants have 

sufficient minimum contacts with Oklahoma arising from their own conduct – not Plaintiff’s - and 

a connection with Oklahoma that would cause them to expect to be haled before the state’s courts. 

World-Wide Volkswagen Corp. v. Woodson, 444 U.S. 286, 297 (1980).    

 First, litigation duplicating lawsuits already being litigated in Florida is obviously both a 

financial burden and logistical burden to Defendants. Plaintiff’s tortious conduct targeted 
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Defendants in Florida justifying the lawsuits there. Plaintiff himself engaged clients seeking to 

terminate contracts executed in Florida, related to Florida properties, with Florida companies, and 

so invited himself to Florida.  See Ex. B at ¶ 8. Second, Oklahoma has no interest in resolving the 

dispute between the parties which concerns Defendants’ timeshare interests that are located in 

Florida.  The Complaint acknowledges that, there are already multiple cases pending against 

Plaintiff in Florida state court arising out Plaintiff’s tortious conduct.  (DE 1 ¶ 7.)  Thus, Florida, 

not Oklahoma, has “a legitimate interest in holding [Plaintiff] answerable on a claim related to” 

his contacts with that state. So, third, while Oklahoma is obviously more “convenient” to Plaintiff, 

it is not an effective place to litigate these disputes.  Equifax Services, Inc. v. Hitz, 905 F.2d 1355 

(10th Cir. 1990) (citation omitted). Accordingly, fourth2, Florida has a greater interest in resolving 

the dispute between the parties and would be the most logical and efficient forum to resolve 

Plaintiffs’ grievances against Defendants.  Everything about forcing an Oklahoma situs for this 

case on Defendants offends traditional notions of fair play and substantial justice. 

B. THE COURT SHOULD DECLINE TO EXERCISE JURISDICTION UNDER 28 
U.S.C. § 2201.  

 

This Court should decline to hear this case pursuant to the relevant factors analysis 

considered under the Declaratory Relief Act, 28 U.S.C. § 2201 (“DRA”).   

1. STANDARD 
 

A party seeking a declaratory judgment must overcome two hurdles. Surefoot LC v. Sure 

Foot Corp., 531 F.3d 1236, 1240 (10th Cir. 2008). First, the party must demonstrate an actual 

controversy between the parties. Id. Defendants do not dispute that an actual controversy exists. 

Second, a court must consider several discretionary factors as to whether they should “exercise 

 
2.  The fifth factor – social policies – is seemingly inapplicable here.  
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their statutory declaratory authority.” Id. That is because “even where a constitutionally cognizable 

controversy exists, the [DRA] stipulates only that district courts “may”—not “must”—make a 

declaration on the merits of that controversy.” Id. Relevant considerations include whether a 

declaratory judgment:  

(1) would settle the controversy; (2) would serve a useful purpose in 

clarifying the legal relations at issue; (3) is being used merely for 

the purpose of procedural fencing or to win the “race to res 

judicata”; (4) would increase friction between our federal and state 

courts and improperly encroach upon state jurisdiction; and (5) is in 

addition to an alternative remedy which is better or more effective. 

 

Stewart, 274 F. Supp. 3d 1238, 1247 (N.D. Okla. 2017) citing State Farm Fire & Cas. Co. v. 

Mhoon, 31 F.3d 979, 983 (10th Cir. 1994). The court may consider each factor in its analysis.  Id.  

2. ANALYSIS 
 

An analysis of the factors listed above merits dismissal of this case. The third and fourth 

factors are the most concerning here where it is clear that Plaintiff is attempting to coax a ruling 

from this Court in advance of the resolution of the same issue in Florida state actions. See Hood v. 

Lifeshare Collateral Holdings, L.L.C., No. 11-CV-312-JHP, 2011 WL 6056895, at *4 (N.D. Okla. 

Dec. 6, 2011) (“[p]laintiff's underlying intention for filing this declaratory action is clear and is a 

prime example of the type of ‘forum shopping’ the Tenth Circuit seeks to discourage through this 

analysis.”) Similar to Plaintiff in Hood, Plaintiff here is attempting to press this Court to issue a 

ruling on factual and legal issues currently before the Florida state courts, while simultaneously 

“act[ing] defensively by first filing for declaratory judgment in the Northern District of Oklahoma” 

as to any potential future litigation. Id. Both of these purposes are improper, and the third and 

fourth factors favor dismissal of this action. See Id. 

Likewise, the fifth factor (whether an alternative remedy is better or more effective) 

certainly favors this Court rejecting Plaintiff’s request for declaratory relief. Where, as here, a 
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plaintiff’s claim can be resolved in a direct action on the merits, and achieve a similar result, it is 

not appropriate to seek declaratory relief. Id.; cf. Mhoon, 31 F.3d at 984 (“Neither party before us 

has suggested that [plaintiff] was, or could have been made, a party to the state tort action, thus 

obviating any need for an independent declaratory action and providing a simpler and more 

efficient resolution of [the dispute].”). To get the answers he seeks, Plaintiff could simply litigate 

the Florida state court actions to completion. “A federal court generally should not entertain a 

declaratory judgment action over which it has jurisdiction if the same fact-dependent issues are 

likely to be decided in another pending proceeding” Kunkel v. Cont'l Cas. Co., 866 F.2d 1269, 

1276 (10th Cir. 1989). Moreover, Plaintiff’s clients, who are also defendants in the state court 

proceedings, are at the very least necessary parties to the resolution of the legal and factual 

questions presented by Plaintiff in this forum. See Ex. A. Those parties’ interests and rights would 

be impacted, were this Court to enter a declaratory relief. See Ex. A. The present action does not 

and cannot include Plaintiff’s clients – who are also not Oklahoma residents - due to the same 

jurisdictional problems already discussed. See § III.A supra. This serves as further justification for 

declining to hear this case.  

The remaining two factors (settling the controversy and clarifying legal issues) are less 

applicable to the facts of this case. See Hatton v. Combs, 793 F. App’x 801, 804 (10th Cir. 2019), 

cert. denied, No. 19-7163, 2020 WL 873568 (U.S. Feb. 24, 2020) (a court can emphasize some 

factors over others). While this Court could, in theory, try to resolve each of the tort claims already 

pending in Florida, there is no reason the state court could not or will not do so. Id. In fact, each 

case likely presents unique facts unsuitable for a collective analysis, making it even more 

appropriate for a Florida state court to resolve an issue of Florida common law than it would be 

for a federal court sitting in Oklahoma. See infra Part III.C.  Furthermore, Plaintiff is asking this 
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Court to preemptively try the same claims as are pending in Florida, so the cases are identical, 

negating any concern that not all of Plaintiff’s rights will be resolved in the state court action. See 

Hatton, 793 F. App’x at 804   As to the second factor, a ruling by this Court will not provide the 

sort of legal clarification or judicial economy that typically presents itself in cases where courts 

pursue DRA remedies. See e.g. Stewart, 274 F. Supp. 3d at 1247. The discretionary factors heavily 

favor rejection of this case.  

C. THE COLORADO RIVER DOCTRINE REQUIRES DISMISSAL 
 

Colorado River Water Conservation Dist. v. United States permits a federal court, in 

“exceptional” circumstances, to decline a case over which it otherwise has jurisdiction.  424 U.S. 

800, 818 (1976).  Concurrent federal and state litigation involving similar parties and legal issues 

is classically one of those circumstances.  Moses H. Cone Memorial Hospital v. Mercury Constr. 

Corp., 460 U.S. 1, 15 (1983); Marie v. Moser, 65 F. Supp. 3d 1175, 1198 (D. Kan. 2014).  Often 

mistaken as an “abstention doctrine,” the Colorado River doctrine rests on the principles of judicial 

economy, rather than constitutional concerns about federal-state comity. D.A. Osguthorpe Family 

P'ship v. ASC Utah, Inc., 705 F.3d 1223, 1233 (10th Cir. 2013). Although abstention is the 

exception, rather than the rule, the decision to dismiss or stay an action under Colorado River is in 

the discretion of the district court. As demonstrated below, the facts of this case warrant such 

dismissal.  

1. STANDARD 
 

The Tenth Circuit has established two separate requirements for dismissal under the 

Colorado River doctrine. First, there must be a finding that the concurrent proceedings in state and 

federal court are “parallel.”  Fox v. Maulding, 16 F.3d 1079, 1081 (10th Cir. 1994). In evaluating 

this requirement, the Court considers the state court pleadings as they actually exist. See id. 

Second, the Court is guided by six factors:  
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(1) whether either court has assumed jurisdiction over property; (2) 

the inconvenience of the federal forum; (3) the desirability of 

avoiding piecemeal litigation; (4) the order in which the courts 

obtained jurisdiction…[(5)] whether the federal law provides the 

rule of decision; [and (6)] whether the state court can adequately 

protect the party’s rights. 

 

Id; see also Moses H. Cone, 460 U.S. at 23, 28; Colorado River, 424 U.S. at 818. No single factor 

is dispositive; rather, a court engages in a “careful balancing of the important factors as they apply 

in a given case, with the balance heavily weighted in favor of jurisdiction.” Moses H. Cone, 460 

U.S. at 16.  

2. THE ACTIONS ARE PARALLEL 
 

Suits are considered parallel when “substantially the same parties litigate substantially the 

same issues in a different forum.” Fox, 16 F.3d at 1081. The Court must ask, will the “state-court 

litigation provide an adequate vehicle for the complete and prompt resolution of the issue between 

the parties.” Moses H. Cone, 460 U.S. at 28. Courts may consider additional factors, such as a 

party’s blatant effort at forum shopping. Fox, 16 F.3d at 1081. 

Here, this case by Plaintiff’s admission parallels the already pending Florida state court 

lawsuits: “Defendants filed three (3) separate Complaints in…Florida…alleg[ing] Plaintiff 

tortuously interfered with existing contracts between Defendants’ and their customers.” (D.E. 1 at 

2.) The Complaint goes on: “Defendants have also threatened to continue to file 105 other cases 

against Plaintiff for the same cause of action.” Plaintiff then asks for a declaratory ruling that he’s 

done nothing wrong and an injunction to both end pending Florida state court lawsuits and prevent 

future ones. (Id. at 4.) 

Plaintiff is thus asking this Court to make a ruling with respect to Defendants’ exact claims 

against Plaintiff in the three pending Florida state court actions. Compare (D.E. 1. at 5: “Plaintiff 

is entitled to a judgment declaring it did not tortuously inference [sic] with individuals’ existing 
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contracts which are contained on the Master List.”) with Ex. A. Such a finding necessarily requires 

that this Court try the three Florida common law tortious interference cases already pending in 

Florida state court. The way Plaintiff justifies this is transparent: he lists, the attacks the elements 

of a Florida common law tortious interference claim and then conclusorily denies them as if this 

somehow supports the relief he seeks.3 (D.E. 1 at 4 (“[the] letter was not sent by Plaintiff with the 

intention to procure a breach of contract”); Id at 5 (“sending the [] letter…was neither malicious 

nor wrongful”); Id (“there is no evidence to support an absence of justification or malicious 

conduct which is required to prove tortious interference”).]  

Plaintiff’s second “cause of action” re-states the first and ask this Court to enjoin the three 

pending Florida state court cases upon which the declaratory ruling is to be predicated, so this 

claim likewise parallels the Florida state court litigation. 

3. THE RELEVANT FACTORS MANDATE DISMISSAL 
 

Turning to the Colorado River factors: (1) whether either court has assumed jurisdiction 

over property; (2) the inconvenience of the federal forum; (3) the desirability of avoiding 

piecemeal litigation; (4) the order in which the courts obtained jurisdiction; (5) whether the federal 

law provides the rule of decision; and (6) whether the state court can adequately protect the parties 

rights. See Moses H. Cone, 460 U.S. at 23, 28. Some of these factors overlap with the analysis 

provided earlier in Section II.B. 

The first factor is inapplicable, as there is no res at issue. ASC Utah, Inc., 705 F.3d at 1234. 

The second factor, however, strongly favors dismissal. Defendants’ state court actions concern 

 
3. Although the elements of the cause of action for tortious interference with contract are similar 
across the country, Plaintiff cites to Oklahoma cases, rather than Florida cases, when listing the 
elements of a tortious interference claim. To be clear, the three pending state lawsuits concern 
Plaintiff’s alleged interference with Florida contracts under Florida common law. See Ex. A.  
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contracts governed by Florida law and purchases of Florida property made in Florida.  Further, the 

state court actions assert Florida common law claims: torts whose effects were suffered in Florida. 

This is not a case where the state and federal forums are across the street from one another—see 

e.g. ASC Utah, Inc., 705 F.3d at 1234—rather, Plaintiff is attempting to transplant the resolution 

of these questions from their current forum to one halfway across the country. Id. Under the 

circumstances of this case and the claims at issue, the Florida forum is clearly more convenient. 

The third factor—the danger of piecemeal litigation—favors dismissal as well. The current 

state court proceedings include Plaintiff as a defendant among other defendants. See Ex. A. If this 

Court proceeds to hear this action for declaratory relief, Defendants will still be litigating the 

Florida cases against the other defendants, Privett’s clients, involving the same contracts and the 

same evidence and testimony, with the potential of two separate courts arriving at different legal 

conclusions for the same case. See Colorado River, 424 U.S. at 819, (“[T]he concern in such 

instances is with avoiding the generation of additional litigation through permitting inconsistent 

[results].”)  

The fourth factor also weighs in favor of this Court declining to hear the case. Each pending 

Florida state court case was filed before Plaintiff filed this one. And Plaintiff has already responded 

in each Florida case, seeking dismissal only based on his relationship with the other defendants. 

See Ex. B at ¶ 8. In contrast, until this motion is filed, only Plaintiff’s complaint has been filed. 

Moses H. Cone, 460 U.S. at 21 (“[P]riority should not be measured exclusively by which complaint 

was filed first, but rather in terms of how much progress has been made in the two actions.”). 

Plainly this lawsuit was filed in in retaliation to the Florida state court lawsuits, not for any 

independent reason. See id. And Plaintiff has not contested personal or subject matter jurisdiction 

in the Florida cases. See Ex. B at ¶ 8. Given the obvious circumstances, resolution of the Florida 
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claims is certainly more imminent. (D.E. 1 at 5.)  

The fifth factor likewise favors dismissal, as this case involves only Florida state common 

law claims; no federal issues or claims are involved. See Moses H. Cone, 460 U.S. at 25-26.  

Finally, Plaintiff’s own conduct invokes the sixth factor. Plaintiff has already made the 

same arguments and asserted the same defenses in the Florida cases as he will in this case. So there 

is no reason to believe that a Florida state court will not protect Plaintiff’s rights in the same manner 

as this Court would. See Ex. B ¶ 8. 

This is an archetypal application of the Colorado River doctrine, which mandates that this 

case be dismissed.   

D. THE COMPLAINT FAILS TO STATE A CLAIM AGAINST DEFENDANTS 

 

Perhaps the most fatal flaw in Plaintiff’s Complaint is that it falls far short of stating facts 

sufficient to state a plausible claim against Defendants.  Without asserting a substantive cause of 

action arising from any actionable wrongful conduct by Defendants, Plaintiff seeks an injunction 

that is expressly prohibited by the Anti-Injunction Act, 28 U.S.C. § 2283 (the “AIA”): “[a] Court 

of the United States may not grant an injunction to stay proceedings in a State court except” under 

very limited circumstances. Plaintiff does not come close to demonstrating that a single exception 

to the AIA exists in this case.  

1. STANDARD 
 

To survive a motion to dismiss, a plaintiff must plead facts sufficient to state a claim to 

relief that is plausible on its face. Albers v. Bd. of Cty. Comm'rs of Jefferson Cty., Colo., 771 F.3d 

697, 700 (10th Cir. 2014); see also Bell Atl. Corp. v. Twombly, 550 U.S. 544, 570 (2007). “A claim 

has facial plausibility when the plaintiff pleads factual content that allows the Court to draw the 

reasonable inference that the defendant is liable for the misconduct alleged.”  Id. at 556.  A “sheer 

possibility that the defendant has acted unlawfully” is insufficient, and “factual allegations must 
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be enough to raise a right to relief above the speculative level.”  Id. at 555-56.   

When determining whether a claim has been stated, the Court accepts as true all well-

pleaded factual allegations and construes them in the light most favorable to the plaintiff.  Albers, 

771 F.3d at 70.0   But “the tenet that a court must accept as true all of the allegations contained in 

a complaint is inapplicable to legal conclusions.”  Ashcroft v. Iqbal, 556 U.S. 662, 678 (2009).  

Thus, “bare assertions” which “amount to nothing more than a ‘formulaic recitation of the 

elements’” of a claim, must be rejected as “conclusory and [are] not entitled to be assumed true.”  

Id. at 681 (quoting Twombly, 550 U.S. at 555). Courts will dismiss claims when they are clearly 

frivolous, such as here, when the claim is directly barred by the AIA. See, e.g., Leaf v. I.R.S., No. 

CIV.A. G-12-48, 2012 WL 8020732, at *1 (S.D. Tex. Sept. 5, 2012); Brigham v. Ramirez, No. 

8:10-CV-1327-T-27MAP, 2010 WL 4316880, at *1, n.6 (M.D. Fla. Sept. 10, 2010). 

2. THE ANTI-INJUNCTION ACT, 28 U.S.C. §2283 
 

The AIA prevents lower federal district courts from intervening in state court proceedings, 

which possess their own appellate systems for relief from error. Notwithstanding, Congress 

understood that under some limited circumstances, it could be proper for a district court to enjoin 

a state court action, namely “as expressly authorized by Act of Congress, or where necessary in 

aid of its jurisdiction, or to protect or effectuate its judgments.” 28 U.S.C. § 2283. 

3. THE AIA APPLIES TO THIS CASE. 
 

Plaintiff’s Complaint is a textbook violation of the AIA. (D.E. 1.)  Plaintiff filed this action 

asking the Court to do what the AIA facially prohibits—enjoin the Florida state court proceedings 

(D.E. 1 at 5-7.) Further, the Complaint seeks a declaration of Plaintiff’s rights as to the tortious 

interference claims already pending in Florida courts. (D.E. 1. at 5-7) This request amounts to an 

injunction as Plaintiff will portray any declaration as claim and/or issue preclusive, will inject it 

into those pending cases and try to derail those cases. Facially, both counts in the Complaint violate 
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the AIA. However, Plaintiff has obviously ignored the AIA, does not invoke any exception (even 

though none exists) or otherwise explain why the AIA would not apply. Agrawal v. Ogden, 753 F. 

App'x 644, 649 (10th Cir. 2018); Shatswell v. Shatswell, 758 F. Supp. 662, 663 (D. Kan. 1991).   

i. The pending tortious interference claims are not “expressly authorized.”. 
 

Congress exempted certain claims “expressly authorized by Act of Congress” from the 

AIA. The Supreme Court and Tenth Circuit have both limited this exception to federal statutes that 

indicate they are exempt from the AIA’s purview. See e.g., Mitchum v. Foster, 407 U.S. 225, 242–

43 (1972) (section 1983); Hatton, 793 F. App'x, at 803 (same). However, without clear statutory 

language or evidence of legislative intent there is no exemption. Compare Mitchum, 407 U.S. 225, 

242–43 with Vendo Co. v. Lektro-Vend Corp., 433 U.S. 623, 632 (1977). 

Here, Plaintiff seeks to enjoin a Florida common law claim having no known connection 

to any Act of Congress.    

ii. The second exception is inapplicable.  
 

The second exception permits Court to enjoin a state action “where necessary in aid of its 

jurisdiction.” Id. This exception typically arises where a federal court has exclusive jurisdiction 

over a case, and needs to enjoin a state court from proceeding on an issue reserved for federal 

courts. See 1975 Salaried Ret. Plan for Eligible Employees of Crucible, Inc. v. Nobers, 968 F.2d 

401, 405 (3d Cir. 1992). For instance, certain ERISA actions are within the exclusive purview of 

the federal courts, and prohibit judicial administration by state courts. Id. (citing 29 U.S.C. § 

1144(a)). 

The present case does not involve claims within the exclusive purview of federal courts. 

(D.E. 1 at 3-7) Rather, Plaintiff, relying on no federal right of action (or any cognizable theory of 

law), invoking only diversity jurisdiction, asks this Court to try Florida common law claims. (D.E. 
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1 at 3-4, 6).4 As with the first exception, this exception is wholly inapplicable to this case.  

iii. The “re-litigation exception” does not apply. 
 

The third exception permits Court to enjoin a state action “to protect or effectuate its 

judgments.” 28 U.S.C. § 2283. Essentially, this prevents a party from filing a state action after a 

federal court has issued an unfavorable judgment against the filer. Centennial Mgmt. Servs., Inc. 

v. Axa Re Vie, 149 F. Supp. 2d 1278, 1281 (D. Kan. 2001). For this reason, it is known as the “re-

litigation” exception. This exception clearly is not applicable. 

Because the requested relief is directly prohibited by the AIA and none of the AIA’s three 

exceptions applies to this case, Plaintiff’s complaint fails to state any plausible claim for relief and 

must be dismissed.  

IV. CONCLUSION 
 

Dismissal with prejudice is warranted. First, this Court has no personal jurisdiction over 

either Defendant, necessitating dismissal pursuant to Fed. R. Civ. P. 12(b)(1). Second, this Court 

does not have subject matter jurisdiction, and guided by the relevant factors under 28 U.S.C. § 

2201 and the Colorado River doctrine, should elect not to hear this case and dismiss pursuant to 

Fed. R. Civ. P. 12(b)(2). Finally, Plaintiff’s claims are barred by the AIA, and must be dismissed 

pursuant to Fed. R. Civ. P. 12(b)(6). 

 

 

 
4. Nor does Plaintiff’s DRA action grant this court subject matter jurisdiction over this case, as 
Plaintiff has no cause of action independent of the DRA which is subject to federal jurisdiction. 
See Devon Energy Prod. Co., L.P. v. Mosaic Potash Carlsbad, Inc., 693 F.3d 1195, 1202 (10th 
Cir. 2012) (“the Declaratory Judgment Act “does not confer jurisdiction upon federal courts, so 
the power to issue declaratory judgments must lie in some independent basis of jurisdiction.”) 
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      Respectfully submitted,  

 

      s/ Andrew C. Jayne___________ 
      Andrew C. Jayne, OBA # 19493   
      BAUM GLASS JAYNE CARWILE & PETERS, PLLC 
      Mid-Continent Tower 
      401 S. Boston, Suite 2300 
      Tulsa, OK 74103 
      Telephone: (918) 938-7944 
      Facsimile: (918) 938-7966 
      ajayne@bgjclaw.com 

 
 
-and- 
 
 
 
s/ Richard W. Epstein (pending pro hac vice admit) 
Richard W. Epstein, Florida Bar No. 229091 
Greenspoon Marder LLP 
200 E. Broward Blvd., Ste. 1800 
Fort Lauderdale, FL 33301 
Telephone: (954) 491-1120 
Facsimile: (954) 343-6958 
Richard.epstein@gmlaw.com 
 
 
 
ATTORNEYS FOR DEFENDANTS 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
 

 I hereby certify that on the 16th day of March, 2020, I electronically transmitted the 
previous document to the Clerk of the Court using the ECF System for filing and transmittal of 
Notice of Electronic Filing was then made to the following ECF registrants: 
 
  
 Gregory G. Meier, Esq. – gmeier@meierlaw.com 
 Meier & Associates 

1524 S. Denver Ave. 
 Tulsa, OK 74119 
 Attorneys for Plaintiff 
 
 
      
 
       s/ Andrew C. Jayne     
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